Passo Santa Cristina (da Tirano - Stazzona)

13,053 Km

1:00 - 2:00 h

1046 m

54 m

The pass of Santa Cristina is a pleasant discovery for bike lovers who want to cycle on less busy roads.
This climb starts at km 7 of the SS.39 at about 780 m a.s.l. and reaches the pass, at 1427 m a.s.l., with
an average gradient of 8.2% and a maximum of 14%. This ascent was revealed to the cycling
community during the 1994 Giro d'Italia, when Marco Pantani outdistanced Indurain and arrived all
alone to Aprica. You will reach this ski resort after a total climb of almost 12.5 km, either from Tresenda
or Stazzona, turning left into the mountain road to Santa Cristina. After about 1 km, the ascent
becomes demanding and the gradient remain steep until a place called Mezzamonte, where a group of
huts offer a good landmark after so many roads criss-crossing the dense wood. There are several long
straight sections where it is impossible to release the big effort. Once you have finally reached the
pass, the road becomes gentle and at the crossroad you can choose if you prefer to go on towards
Trivigno, suffering again for a while, or to go down to the nearby town of Aprica.

Start:Tirano

Arrival:Tirano

Equipment required:
Difficulty description:
Author:

TECHNICAL DATA
Length

13,053 Km

Skill

Duration

1:00 - 2:00 h

Condition

Uphill height difference

1046 m

Effort

height difference downhill

54 m

Natural pavement

0%

Maximum slope uphill

21%

Asphalt pavement

100%

Maximum slope downhill

11%

Cobblestones

0%

1439 m

Equipped trail

0%

Scree pavement

0%

Other types of pavements

0%

Not available data

0%

Minimum and maximum quota
402 m
Accessibility for bikes

100%

Period Journey

Maggio Ottobre

This publication is for information purposes only. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and

snow conditions before every excursion.

